




Features:

VL-CD-CA

VL-CD-NK

DIGITAL ADAPTORS - Slit lamps

Beam Splitter

Beam Splitter

Features:
Slidding focusing lens
Secure and stable
Dual port connection
Easy installation and removal

Viewlight slit lamps are designed to 
incorporate optional accessories such 
as the beam splitter VL-CD-NK, where 
you can incorporate any stylish Nikon 
camera to capture photos and videos.

Slit Lamps: CSL-7U
Secure and stable
Sliding lens
Dual port connection

Viewlight slit lamps are designed to 
incorporate optional accessories such 
as the beam splitter VL-CD-CA, where 
you can incorporate any stylish Canon 
camera to capture photos and videos.

Features:

Beam Splitter

Slidding focusing lens
Secure and stable
Dual port connection
Easy installation and removal

Viewlight slit lamps are designed to 
incorporate optional accessories 
such as the beam splitter VL-DA-SL7DM, 
where you can incorporate any stylish 
Canon camera to capture photos and 
videos.

VL-DA-SL7DM



Viewlight’s slit lamp video camera 
adaptor  VL-CDCA2, features C 
mount can be attached to a 
standard beam splitter port and 
a CCD -mount microscope 
HD camera.

DIGITAL ADAPTORS - Slit lamps

Digital Adaptor

Digital Adaptor

Features:
Designed for anterior surgery
Optional beam splitter & digital USB camera
Fine focus control
Iris adjusting

VL-CD-CA2

Beam Splitter

Features:
Slit Lamps: CSL-3U and CSL-5U
Secure and stable
Sliding lens
Dual port connection

VL-CD-CA2
Viewlight slit lamps (CSL-3U and CSL-5U ) 
are designed to incorporate optional 
accessories such as the beam splitter 
VL-DA-6V, were you can incorporate 
any stylish Canon camera to capture 
photos and videos.

Features:
Viewlight’s slit lamp video Camera 
adaptor  VL-VAVZ, features C mount 
can be attached to a standard beam 
splitter port and a CCD -mount 
microscope HD camera.

VL-VAVZ
Designed for anterior surgery
Optional beam splitter & digital USB camera
Fine focus control
Iris adjusting



DIGITAL ADAPTORS - Slit lamps

Features:

Beam Splitter
Reichert slit lamps are designed to incorporate 
optional accessories such as the beam splitter 
VL-REICH-400, were you can incorporate any 
stylish Canon camera to capture photos and 
videos.

VL-REICH-400

Secure and stable
Easy to install and remove
Vertical mount
Single port connection

Features:

Features:

Beam Splitter
Viewlight slit lamps (CSL-2U & CSL-7U ) 
are designed to incorporate optional 
accessories such as the beam splitter 
VL-Z3, were you can incorporate any 
stylish Canon camera to capture 
photos and videos.

VL-Z3

Slit Lamps: CSL-2U and CSL-7U
Secure and stable
Sliding lens
Dual port connection

Viewlight slit lamps (CSL-7U ) are designed 
to incorporate optional accessories such as 
the beam splitter VL-BS-SL7DM, where you 
can incorporate any stylish Canon camera 
to capture photos and videos.

Slit Lamps: CSL-7U
Secure and stable
Sliding lens
Dual port connection

Beam Splitter BS-SL7DM



DIGITAL ADAPTORS - Slit lamps

Features:
Secure and stable
Easy to install and remove
Vertical mount
Single port connection

Features:
Secure and stable
Easy to install and remove
Vertical mount
Single port connection

Viewlight slit lamps are designed to incorporate 
optional accessories such as the beam splitter 
VL-Z2, were you can incorporate any stylish 
Canon camera to capture photos and videos. 

VL-Z2

VL-TZ1

Zeiss slit lamp SL115 designed to incorporate 
optional accessories such as the beam splitter 
VL-Z1, were you can incorporate any stylish 
Canon camera to capture photos and videos.

Features:
Secure and stable
Easy to install and remove
Vertical mount
Single port connection

Beam Splitter

Beam Splitter

Beam Splitter VL-Z1

Viewlight’s compatible slit lamps are designed 
to incorporate optional accessories such as the 
beam splitter VL-TZ1, were you can incorporate 
any stylish Canon camera to capture photos 
and videos. Slit Lamp models: Topcon: SLD, SLE, 
SLED, SLEF, SLZ | Marco: G2, G4, G5, and Ultra G5
Shin Nippon: SL203, SL0450X, SLD2, SLD4, SLD7, SLD8Z
Nidek: SL1600, SL1800 | Reichert: 250, 400, 700
Keeler: SL33, SL40, SL40HT | Burton: 860
Vasconcellos | Appasamy: A1A11, SS
Woodlyn: HR3, HR5, SMM3, SMM5
Veatch Reseevit: 3z, 5v, 5z, | Imani: 0187



Beam Splitter

Beam Splitter

Features:
Secure and stable
Easy to install and remove
Vertical mount
Single port connection

Huvitz slit lamps are designed to incorporate 
optional accessories such as the beam 
splitter VL-HUZ5000, were you can add any 
stylish Canon camera to capture photos 
and videos.

VL-HS

VL-HUZ5000

Viewlight slit lamps are designed to 
incorporate optional accessories 
such as the beam splitter VL-HS, 
were you can incorporate any 
stylish Canon camera to capture 
photos and videos. Compatible  
to Haag Streit Slit Lamps BQ-900
BX-900, BX-900, and BQ-900V

Beam Splitter

Secure and stable
Easy to install and remove
Vertical mount
Single port connection

Viewlight slit lamps are designed to 
incorporate optional accessories 
such as the beam splitter VL-NKSF-3, 
were you can incorporate any stylish 
Kodak camera to capture photos 
and videos. 

VL-NKSF-3

Secure and stable
Easy to install and remove
Vertical mount
Single port connection

Features:

DIGITAL ADAPTORS - Slit lamps

Features:



Features:
Leica slit lamps: 520, 530, and 841
Easy to install and remove
Vertical mount
Single port connection

Beam Splitter

Beam Splitter

Features:
Leica slit lamps: 520, 530, and 841
Easy to install and remove
Vertical mount
Single port connection

Leica’s slit lamps are designed to incorporate 
optional accessories such as the beam splitter 
VL-LEICA-841, were you can incorporate any 
stylish Canon camera to capture photos and 
videos.

VL-LEICA-841

VL-LEICA-844
Leica’s slit lamps are designed to incorporate 
optional accessories such as the beam splitter 
VL-LEICA-841, were you can incorporate any 
stylish Canon camera to capture photos and 
videos.

DIGITAL ADAPTORS - Slit lamps

Features:
Topcon slit lamps: SL-D SERIES (2, 4, 7, 8)
Secure and stable
Vertical mount
Single port connection

Topcon slit lamps are designed to incorporate 
optional accessories such as the digital beam 
splitter VL-TZ1, were you can incorporate any 
stylish Canon camera to capture photos and 
videos. 

VL-TD2Beam Splitter



L-0541

Features:

Beam Splitter

Features:

Beam Splitter Features:
Connects camera adaptors
Connect REICHERT Xcell 255
Reliable and durable
Fast removal

VL-REICH
Viewlight slit lamps features an optional 
beam splitter VL-REICH, which can be 
easily assembled and it allows you to 
attached many other optional 
accessories.

DIGITAL ADAPTORS - Slit lamps

Connects camera adaptors
Connects assistant microscopes
Reliable and durable
Fast removal

Inami features the state of the art 
optics and technology, designed 
for high quality performance and 
multi-tasking. All operation 
microscopes features an optional 
beam splitter L-0541 that can be 
easily assembled and it allows 
you to attached many other 
optional accessories.

Beam Splitter
Viewlight features an optional horizontal 
dual beam splitter VL-MOLLER designed 
for microscopes, which can be easily 
assembled and it allows you to attached 
many other optional accessories.

VL-MOLLER
Connects camera adaptors
Connects assistant microscopes
Reliable and durable
Fast removal



DIGITAL ADAPTORS - Slit lamps

Features:
Slit Lamps: Inami, Zeiss, and Topcon
Slit Lamps: OMS- 60, 70, 100, 200, 300
Secure and stable
Dual port connection

Viewlight slit lamps are designed to 
incorporate optional accessories such 
as the beam splitter VL-Z5, were you 
can incorporate any stylish Canon 
camera to capture photos and videos. 

VL-Z5Beam Splitter

Beam Splitter VL-Z4
Viewlight slit lamps are designed to 
incorporate optional accessories 
such as the horizontal beam splitter 
VL-Z4, were you can incorporate any 
stylish Canon camera to capture 
photos and videos.

Features:
Slit Lamps: Inami, Zeiss, and Topcon
Secure and stable
Sliding lens
Dual port connection

Features:
Connects camera adaptors
Connects to all CSO slit lamps
Reliable and durable
Fast removal

Viewlight slit lamps features an optional 
beam splitter VL-CSO, which can be easily 
assembled and it allows you to attached 
many other optional accessories.

Beam Splitter VL-CSO



Features:

Features:
Shadow free illumination
Natural colors and two light reflexes
Ensure quality details
Cornea to the retina diagnosis

Zeiss slit lamps are designed to incorporate 
optional accessories such as beam splitter 
& digital adaptor VLZ-115, were you can 
incorporate any stylish Canon camera to 
capture photos and videos.

VLZ-115

DIGITAL ADAPTORS - Slit lamps

Zeiss microscopes slit lamps
Secure and stable
Splitter and camera adaptor
Easy to install and remove

Digital Adaptor

Digital Adaptor

Background Illumination
VL- UBJI-SLU

Viewlight’s universal LED background illumination 
device compatible with all Viewlight slit lamps, 
allows the examination with a comfortable 
and bright experience while taking pictures.

Features:

Viewlight  slit lamps are designed to 
incorporate optional accessories such 
as the beam splitter and camera adapter 
VL-Z8, so that it can be attached with 
the stylish Canon professional camera 
designed to capture photos and videos 
with its high-resolution megapixel 
sensors and precise focus.

VL-Z8

Compatible with multiple slit lamps
Secure and stable
Splitter and camera adapter
Easy to install and remove



iPhone Adapter VL-IPSmart Phone Adaptor

DIGITAL ADAPTORS - Slit lamps

Ocular Eyepiece
Viewlights 2K Set up sleeves are designed 
for ocular eyepiece smartphone adapter
 for Slit Lamps or microscopes will fit almost 
every instrument included 3 sleeves for 
different diameters. 

2K-Sleeves

Features:
Brands: Zeiss, Topcon, Haag-Streit
Fast and easy to setup
Secure and stable
Polycarbonate plastic

Viewlights K Set up sleeves are designed for 
ocular eyepiece smartphone adapter for Slit 
Lamps or microscopes will fit almost every 
instrument included 5 sleeves for different 
diameters.

Features:
Brands: Zeiss, Topcon, Rodenstock
Fast and easy to setup
Secure and stable
Polycarbonate plastic

Viewlight’s iPhone Slit Lamp adapter Smartphone 
will allow you to take high quality pictures and 
also will allow you take fundus pictures using a 
diagnostic lens.

Features:
Enables digiscoping via smartphone
Perfect for fundus pictures
Fits most 3.25" wide by .5" thick phones
Adjustable brackets for secure fit
Aligns phone's camera w/ slit lamp optical path
Compatible with eyepieces barrels of 1.3" or less

Viewlight’s iPhone Slit Lamp adapter 
VL-IP will allow you to take high quality 
pictures and also will allow you take 
fundus pictures using a diagnostic lens.

Features:
Secure and stable
Easy installation and removal
High Resolution (8 to 16 mpx)
Multiple apps available to take pictures

Ocular Eyepiece K-Sleeves


